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Abstract: 
Tax is a major source of income for a country. The income earned through the collection of Tax is 
used to meet the expenditure on the welfare of citizens e.g. health, education, infrastructure, 
development, employment, social security, law and order etc. With the money collected the nation 
is able to provide robust security to defend its sovereignty from external war and aggression. 
Therefore, to meet out the expenditure, a country levies compulsory taxes on economic 
transactions in the nature of income on profits (income tax) Sales (sales tax), trade(trade tax), 
imports and exports from and to other countries (custom duty), transporting of goods within the 
country from one state to other, one municipality to another municipality(Octroi /entry tax, toll 
tax), manufacturing (excise duty), on every economic activity in their respective country in cross 
border trade such as Corporation Tax, wealth tax, income Tax. Secondly, there is no international 
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common fiscal law that is applicable to each country uniformly. Thirdly developing countries have 
a larger role in socio-economic development so they need a lot of revenue to fulfil their social 
welfare objective for all the citizens. Developing countries need a lot of investment to meet their 
developmental and welfare objectives but it is the taxation regime of the host country that will 
affect the inflow of international investments from abroad as more taxation deters the investors 
and it compels developing countries to compete within themselves to lure foreign investors for 
investment into their countries. Therefore, they provide many rebates, tax credits, tax holidays, tax 
incentives, tax sparring to attract international investors, multinational corporations for investment 
into their country. To cater to the need and requirement of developing countries UN and OECD 
have evolved certain principles under their model tax laws, so as to help them attract Multinational 
Corporations to bring more and more capital and technology to help them in their development. 
We all understand that tax factors can have, encouraging and inhibiting effects on the inflow of 
international funds and investments e.g tax rates, tax base and tax structure, issues associated with 
tax coordination between the host and home country of the investors. OECD and UN model laws 
for taxation treaties are a great leap forward to help developing countries to bring tax neutrality 
and tax harmonization through tax fair play in free-market economy.  
The present research paper is written with an attempt to highlight various concepts of global 
taxation vis-a-vis taxation regime prevalent in India. Why there is a need and what is the 
importance of taxation laws in international trade and international flow of investment and 
international capital for the socio-economic development of developing countries. What is the 
international legal framework on taxation which is at work across borders to stimulate international 
investment? How a developing country can earn more revenue through taxation without deterring 
the inflow of foreign investment and foreign technology through the use of international model 
taxation laws? Doctrinal and exploratory research methods have been adopted and both original 
and secondary sources in the form of online and offline statutes, legislation, published books, 
journals, papers are accessed to understand and present the legal framework of international 
taxation. An attempt has been made in the paper to present various concepts and jurisdiction. An 
effort has been made to present the International taxation framework to the reader in a simple and 
lucid form for his easy and comprehensive understanding. A comparative study of International 
Taxation Laws vis-a-vis Indian taxation laws is presented in the paper, to give the reader a bird’s 
eye view of the understanding, application and implementation of the international taxation 
process prevalent in various jurisdictions. 
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Introduction: - 
What is Tax: -It is an amount of money that a government imposes compulsorily on people 
according to their income, the value of their property, etc., to pay for the expenditure on the welfare 
of citizens, maintenance of law and order and on the defence and national security. It is the 
government that decides the items and rates of tax. e.g. Income tax and GST etc. Tax is its main 
source of income. 
 
Need of Imposing Taxes by the Government:1		
	
Tax collection generates revenue for the government, helps government to spend on creating 
employment, infrastructure and development. It provides for expenditure on law and order 
maintenance, defense for security in case of external war. It improves living standards of citizens. 
It is used as fiscal policy tool to spur production in priority sector as per national policy of the 
government. It deters imports and exports to protect domestic industries and it can control the 
Balance of Payment (BOP) regime of a nation. 
 
Classification of Taxes: 2 
 
Taxes can be classified in India as: - 
1.Taxes levied by central government such as income tax, central GST, IGST, corporation tax, 
excise tax and custom duty etc. as per entry 82 to 92A and entry 96 and 97 of Schedule 7 in List I 
of the constitution. 
Taxes levied by state government: Such as State GST, tax on liquor, petrol and diesel etc. as per 
entry 46,51,53-56 and entry 60-62 in list II of schedule 7 of the constitution. 
Taxes levied by local authorities: e.g. by Municipal corporation such as property tax, water tax, 
octroi tax, toll tax and entry tax etc. 
 2.Taxes can also be classified as: 
Direct Taxes:3The taxes that are paid directly by individual assesse to the government such as; 
corporate tax, income tax, capital gains tax, wealth tax, gift tax, inheritance tax, estate tax and 
personal property tax etc. 

Indirect Taxes:4Such type of taxes are collected and paid by  those intermediaries who sell or 
supply products, goods and services. E.g. GS, service tax, sales tax, octroi tax, custom duty, excise 
duty and value added tax, security transaction tax charged financial products such as stocks, 
derivatives and mutual funds etc.  

3. Taxes are also classified on the basis of method of assessment: e.g when excise duty is charged 
on the basis of length of cigarette, it is specific duty and when tax is charged on the basis of value 
of goods and services, is called ad-valorem duty. It is expressed generally in percentage.    

	
1	Available	at:	https://www.britannica.com/topic/taxation;	visited	on	8th	March,2021	at	14:50	hrs.	
2	https://taxguru.in/income-tax/meaning-types-tax.html		
3Available	at:		https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/knowledge/other/direct-taxes/;	visited	on	21st	
march,2021	at	17:00	hrs.	
4Available	at:		https://home.kpmg/in/en/home/services/tax/indirect-tax.html;	visited	on	21st	march,2021	at	17:15	
hrs.	
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Jurisdiction in International Taxation:5 Internationally the jurisdiction of the sovereign authority to 
levy tax is based on:- 
 
Residence test / Domicile Test / Citizenship Test: This rule is adopted by UK, USA & Japan etc. to tax 
the residents on their worldwide income. However, many times it becomes a case of double taxation for the 
Tax payer and to get relief the concerned party has to take the shelter of UN/OECD treaty law provisions.  
Source Test: It is basically presence of physical unit which produces income. It is an aspect of the 
transaction / economic activity producing the income within the territory of the State.  
 
World over countries differ in defining jurisdiction in taxing the people. Generally, there are three 
players in the taxation process called; Taxing authority, Tax payer and the economic Activity / 
enterprise called source which generates profit or income. 
Some countries tax the Taxpayer on his economic activity in the world based on his Status of 
residence / citizenship/domicile jurisdiction or Home country. Some countries confine to taxing 
the economic activity of the tax payer based on the presence of economic activity in the territory    
called Source jurisdiction or Host country jurisdiction. Most importantly free flow of International 
Trade and Investment, in the World depends not only on business considerations like availability 
of raw materials, labor and indigenous technology only, but it also depends on tax considerations 
of home and host countries as well. 
 

(1) Status Jurisdiction (Also Called Anglo Saxon Method) in global taxation: In this case, tax 
jurisdiction is based on personal status of residence / citizenship and domicile of the taxpayer. In 
case of companies, location of the Seat of Control & Management becomes the fiscal residence / 
domicile and not the place of incorporation is the jurisdictional test. Here tax payer pays tax on 
total global income i.e. income from domestic as well as from foreign sources are taxed. In this 
case, Tax Rates are applied on the total global income based on canon on Equity. Developed 
countries such as U.S.A., U.K. and Germany etc. follow this system. 

(2) Source Jurisdiction (Also called Continental System) in global taxation: - Continental / 
European countries follow source jurisdiction method of Taxation. Income arising or accruing 
from a source/economic activity within the country, is subject to taxation. Taxation is charged on 
the basis of physical presence of economic activity (source) i.e. Territory of economic activity 
becomes the jurisdiction of tax. Income from each source in the country is computed and taxed 
separately as generally is with scheduler system of taxation. Middle east countries, Latin American 
Countries and France etc. follow this system of taxation  
(3) Hybrid (Both Status and Source) Jurisdiction in global taxation: 
When a country follows a method of taxation which includes the characteristic of Source as well 
Status jurisdiction than it is called Hybrid Jurisdiction. India follows this method. In this case, 
firstly income is computed under each source, then aggregate income from all sources is taxed 
after applying the principle of progressive taxation based on canon of Equity. Indian Income Tax 
Act therefore, is called “Scheduler in character but global in principle”. 

	
5	NLSIU	notes	for	Master	of	Business	laws;	available	at		https://adminonline.nls.ac.in/v2/views/resp/nlsiu/study-
resource/		
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 What is Double Taxation: Suppose a citizen of USA earns income of One lakh rupees from his 
investment in India. Than he pays tax on this income, in India since the “source” of this income is 
in India. In U.S.A. this income will be added to his income of USA for being a citizen / resident 
/domiciled there and thus he pays tax on his total global income again as per his status of residence. 
Thus he pays double tax on his earned income of one lakh rupees from his investment in India as 
well as in the USA. This is called double taxation. 

Determination of Tax Base is based on the tax treaty: - 
 
1. Whether tax should be imposed on worldwide income in the country of its incorporation (Legal 
Domicile)? or 
2. Assessed on the basis of income that can be attributed to a particular territory(Source) so that 
the nation where the profit is earned gets a right to levy tax? 
Will depend on the nature and the scope of treaty signed mutually by the trading countries. 
 
Statutes governing International Taxation: 
 

(i) Organization for Economic and Cooperation Development (OECD) Model Tax 
Convention on Income and on Capital6 2017 and  

(ii) United Nations Model Double Taxation Convention72017 between Developed and 
Developing countries.  

(iii) Domestic Legal System on Taxation (e.g. In India, Income-tax Act, 1961 & GST Act 
2016 etc.) 

International Taxation and Indian Income Tax Act 1961: 

Provisions in Indian Constitution having direct implications on International Taxation:  

(i) Article 51(c): “Foster respect for international law and treaty obligations in the dealings 
of organized peoples with one another”. 

(ii) Article 253: “Legislation for giving effect to International Agreements: Parliament has 
power to make any law for the whole or any part of the territory of India for 
implementing any treaty, agreement, or Convention with any other country or countries 
or any decision made at any international Conference, association or other body” 
Union List (List-I) in the 7th Schedule of the Indian Constitution, provides at Entry 13: 
“Participation in International conferences, associations and other bodies and 
implementing of decisions made thereat”. 
At Entry 14:” Entering into treaties and agreements with foreign countries and 
implementing of treaties, agreements and conventions with foreign countries”. 
The Article 51(c) and Article 253 constitution provide for ratification of OECD and 
UN Model Tax convention into our domestic legislation. Therefore, India has to apply 
domestic income tax laws in conformity with international tax conventions so as to 

	
6	Available	at:	https://www.oecd.org/tax/treaties/model-tax-convention-on-income-and-on-capital-condensed-
version-20745419.htm	visited	on	18th	March	2021	at	13:15hrs.	
7	Available	at:	https://www.un.org/esa/ffd/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/UN_Model_2011_Update.pdf	visited	on	
18th	March	2021	at	14:00hrs.	
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build its image and open doors for international investment into it India8 is defined in 
Article 1 of  Constitution and in under Section 2(25A) of Indian Income Tax Act, 1961  

Determination of Residence of Assessed (Section 6):9 The incidence of taxation varies with change 
in the residential status of the assesse. For a person to be Resident, Resident Ordinary Resident 
and Resident Not Ordinary Resident in India, checks to be applied as per Test-1 and Test-2. 

Resident Status: (a) Has that person been in India in the Previous Year for the period amounting 
in all to 182 days or more or (b) Has that person been in India for a period amounting to 365 days 
or more within the preceding 4 years and has been in India in that ear for a period /periods 
amounting in all to 60 days or more. (c) In case of an individual who is citizen of India and who 
leaves India in any previous year as a member of the crew of an Indian ship as defined in clause 
18 of section 3 of merchant Shipping act,1958 or (d) for the purpose of employment outside India 
the provision shall apply in relation to that year as if for the word “60 days” the same is substituted 
by the words “182 days”. (e) In case of an Individual being a citizen of India or person of Indian 
Origin within the meaning of section 115C(e) comes to visit to India in any previous year the 
provision shall apply to that year as if for the words “60 days” the words “182 days” has been 
substituted. Here physical presence is not required to be continuous.  
If an Individual satisfies one or more of above conditions, he will be resident in India. However, 
from the financial year 2020-21, the period is reduced to 120 days or more for such an individual 
whose total income (other than foreign sources) exceeds Rs 15 lakh. In another significant 
amendment from FY 2020-21, an individual who is a citizen of India and who is not liable to tax 
in any other country will be deemed to be a resident in India.10 The condition for deemed residential 
status applies only if the total income (other than foreign sources) exceeds Rs 15 lakh and nil tax 
liability in other countries.11   
 A resident will be charged to tax in India on his global income i.e. income earned in India as well 
as income earned outside India 
Resident & Ordinary Resident (ROR) Status: A person will be Ordinary Resident (a) If that persons 
have been a resident of India in at least 9 out of 10 years immediately previous years and (b) That 
person has stayed in India for at least 730 days in 7 immediately preceding years. In such a case 
individual’s Global Income will be Taxable in India. From FY 2020-21, a citizen of India or a 
person of Indian origin who leaves India for employment outside India during the year will be a 
resident and ordinarily resident if he stays in India for an aggregate period of 182 days or more. 
However, this condition will apply only if his total income (other than foreign sources) exceeds 
Rs 15 lakh.12 

	
8	Available	at:	https://legislative.gov.in/sites/default/files/A1961-43.pdf			visited	on	18th	March,2021	at	14:30hrs.			
9	Available	at	https://legislative.gov.in/sites/default/files/A1961-43.pdf		visited	on	18th	March,2021	at	17:55hrs.	
10	Available	at:	https://cleartax.in/s/residential-status#:~:text=If%20an%20individual%20qualifies%20as,2.	Visited	
on	18th	March,2021	at	18:00	hrs.	
11	(ibid)	
12	(ibid)	
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Resident and  Not Ordinary Resident (RNOR) Status:13 If any individual who has not been resident 
in 9 out of 10 previous years preceding that year or has not during the 7 previous years preceding 
that year been in India for a period amounting in all 729 days or more. Therefore, if any individual 
fails to satisfy even one of the above conditions of Test-2, he would be an RNOR. Their tax liability 
in India is restricted to the income they earn in India. They need not pay any tax in India on their 
foreign income. In a case of double taxation of income where the same income is getting taxed in 
India as well as abroad, one may resort to the Double Taxation Avoidance Agreement (DTAA) 
that India would have entered into with the other country in order to get relief and eliminate the 
possibility of paying taxes twice.14  
Non-Resident (NR) as per section 2(30): If he satisfies none of the above conditions he will treated 
as a non – resident and for the purpose of section 92,93 and 168 includes a person who is not 
ordinarily resident within the section 6(60 of this act. Their tax liability in India is restricted to the 
income they earn in India. They need not pay any tax in India on their foreign income. In case of 
double taxation, one may resort to the Double Taxation Avoidance Agreement (DTAA) that India 
would have entered into with the other country in order to get relief and eliminate the possibility 
of paying taxes twice.15 

Who is Assessed:16 As per Section 2(7), “Assessed” is a person by whom any tax or any other sum 
of money including interest and penalty is payable under Indian Income Tax act,1961 Act? 

“Person” in Indian Income Tax act,1961:17 As per Section 2 (31) “person” includes an Individual, 
Undivided Hindu family, A Company, an AOP, A Firm-As defined in the partnership Act, A BOI, 
A local Authority-includes Municipal Committee, District Board etc. legally entitled to control the 
municipality fund, An artificial Juridical Person-statutory corporations, deities and idols etc.  and 
a Joint venture. 

An Association of Persons(AOP): A person, in AOP18  can be a company or a body of individuals, 
whether or not incorporated. Case of; C.I.T. Vs. Smt. Indira Balakrishnan, (1960) 39 ITR 546,551 
(S.C.).19 
 Body of Individuals (BOI):20 In a Body of Individuals, only two or more individuals can join with 
an intention to earn some income. 
What is Artificial Juridical Person:21 Every entity other than a natural person (human being) created 
by law and having distinct identity, legal personality with certain duties and rights.  

	
13Available	at:		https://taxguru.in/income-tax/check-residential-status-individual-taxability-income.html;	visited	on	
18th	March,	2021	at	17:00hrs.	
14	(ibid)	
15	(ibid)	
16	Available	at:	https://taxguru.in/income-tax/taxation-joint-venture-business.html;	visited	on	19th	March,2021	at	
08:00hrs.	
17	(ibid)	
18	Available	at:	https://www.indiafilings.com/learn/association-of-persons-vs-body-of-individuals/;	visited	on	19th	
March,2021	at	09:05	hrs.	
19	(ibid)	
20	Available	at:	https://www.indiafilings.com/learn/association-of-persons-vs-body-of-individuals/;	visited	on	19th	
March,2021	at	09:00hrs.	
21Available	at:	https://www.caclubindia.com/forum/artificial-juridical-person-57953.asp;	visited	on	19th	
March,2021	
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What is Joint venture under Indian Income Tax Act:22 When two or more individuals or companies 
work together towards the common strategic goal and when they all maintain their businesses 
separate while doing so; is called a joint venture. A joint venture is entitled to the deductions as 
per Section 80-IA (4) (iii) and Section 80-IB (10) etc. 
What is “firm” as per Indian Income Tax Act: As per Section 2(23) (I) the ‘firm’ shall have the 
meaning as defined in the Indian Partnership Act, 1932 (9 of 1932) 23  and includes a limited 
liability partnership (LLP) as defined in the Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008 
As per Section 6(2),6(3),6(4) of Income Tax Act 196124: Residential status and taxability will be 
determined based on the location of control and management is situated in India or outside India.25 
Taxability of the Company: 
i.e. 1st April, 2017: Place of Effective Management (PoEM)26  is  a place where key management 
decisions are taken for the conduct of the business of an entity as a whole. In case a foreign 
company is having POEM in India, then the global income of such Company will be treated as 
“taxable in India”.27  
Taxability of AOP/BOI as per Indian Income Tax:28 AOP/BOI is a Separate Assessee for taxation 
purposes. 
(i) Co-operative Society: registered under Co-operative societies act, 1912 is Assessed as per slab 
rate 
(ii). Society registered: under the Societies Registration Act, 1860 is taxable at such a slab rate as 
applies to an Individual. 
(iii). Mutual Associations: Members is exempt whereas income from Non-members is taxable. 
(iv). Private Trust registered under private trust act 1882 is assessed as per Section 161 and 164(1) 
(v). Charitable Trust is assessed as per Section 2(15), 11 to 13,164(2),12AA, section 10,10(23C). 
(vi). Oral Trust assessed at Maximum Marginal rate as per Section 164A 
(vii). Other AOP/BOI: assessed as per Section 167B (1) & (2) 
(viii) Assessment of  AOP/BOI except above assessed  under Section: 167B 

What is Active Business Outside India (ABOI):29 A Business/Company is ABOI if; 
(i) Its “Passive Income”30 is not more than 50% of its total income. That is earnings derived 
from a rental property, limited partnership, or other enterprise in which a person is not actively 
involved  

	
22	Available	at:	https://legalvision.com.au/difference-between-a-joint-venture-and-partnership/	;	visited	on	19th	
march,2021	at	09:30	hrs.	
23	Available	at:	https://taxguru.in/income-tax/assessment-firms-llps.html;	visited	on	19th	march,2021	at	09:45	hrs.	
24	(ibid)	
25	Calcutta	Jute	Mills	Co.V	Nicholson.I.T.C.83;Apthorpe	V.P.S	Brewing	Co.Ltd	4	T.C	41	(C.A)	
26Available	at:		https://taxguru.in/income-tax/place-effective-management-india-detailed-analysis.html;		visited	on	
18th	March	2021	at	14:40hrs.	
27	Available	at:	https://taxguru.in/income-tax/residential-status-companies-concept-place-effective-management-
poem.html;	visited	on	18th	March,2021	at15:00hrs.	
28Available	at:	https://taxguru.in/income-tax/taxation-charitable-religious-trusts.html	visited	on	19th	march,2021	
at11:00	hrs.	
29	Available	at:	https://www.mondaq.com/india/tax-authorities/904000/setting-up-a-company-abroad-check-out-
place-of-effective-management-poem-for-your-company#;	visited	on	19th	March,2021	at	15:30	hrs.	
30	Available	at:	https://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/passiveincome.asp;	visited	on	19th	March,2021	at	15:30	
hrs.	
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(ii) 50% or more of its total assets as per books of accounts of the business entity are situated 
outside India 
(iii) 50% or more of total number of employees (average employees at the beginning and end 
of previous year)are situated outside not Resident in India and 
(iv) Total payroll cost of such not resident employees are less than 50%. 
If a Company is engaged in ABOI, The PoEM of the ABIO is outside India if majority of its board 
meetings are held outside India.. 
If a Company does not have ABOI, the POEM will be determined on the basis of: Identification 
and location of the person/s who actually control and manage the conduct of the company's 
business as a whole. 

Understanding Tax Avoidance and Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS):31 Multinational 
Enterprises having cross border operations not only exploit to cause domestic tax base erosion but 
cause profit shifting and exploit gaps and mismatches between different countries' tax systems. 
Poor countries suffer heavily from BEPS. Both OECD and UN is strengthening its frame work 
internationally through evolution of consistent model tax treaty laws, to support countries to act 
together to tackle BEPS and restore trust in domestic and international tax systems. According to 
one of the report BEPS practices cost countries to lose income of 100-240 billion USD annually, 
which comes out to loss of 4-10% of the global corporate income tax revenue.32 

International Tax Principles - Treaties & Agreements (OECD and UN Model ):33 Studies 
suggest that corporations operating globally to avoid taxes in countries by shifting income to low-
tax / tax heaven jurisdictions. Model Treaty laws provide for Persons not liable to deduct tax at 
source (TDS), provision for methods of Credit for Tax deduction at source (TDS) and Tax 
collection at Source (TCS). OECD and UN Model Taxation Laws  provide easy mechanism for 
international mutually agreeable methods for charging tax on royalties, technical services, 
dividends, interest income, permanent establishment, profits and incomes from active and passive 
investments, calculating arm’s length price for transparent Transfer Pricing, Avoidance of Double 
Taxation, concepts of resident, non-residents, treaty shopping and abuses of treaty, exchange of 
information, concessions to non-residents, transfer pricing, profit diversion and profit extraction, 
tax planning’s, Advance Price Mechanism, Advance Ruling Authority etc. Taxation of e-
commerce, body shopping and capital gains which can be used and incorporated into bilateral and 
multilateral treaty tax laws to facilitate the smooth international trade and an easy and simple 
method of expeditious resolution of conflicts, in case of disputes.  

International Model Tax Conventions and Tax Treaties :United Nations Model Tax 
Convention34  between Developed and Developing Countries 2017 which contains 31 Articles and 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and  Development (OECD) Model Tax Convention35 on 

	
31	(ibid)	
32	(ibid)	
33	Available	at	:	https://www.theigc.org/project/the-taxation-of-multinational-corporations-in-developing-
countries/	:visited	on	18th	March,2021	at	16:00	hrs.	
34		Available	at:	https://www.un.org/esa/ffd/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/MDT_2017.pdf	;	visited	on	18th	
March,2021	at:08:00	hrs.	
35	Available	at:	https://www.oecd.org/ctp/treaties/articles-model-tax-convention-2017.pdf;		visited	on	19th	
March,2021	at	20:00	hrs.	
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income and on Capital, which contains 32 Articles , both  have  profound influence on international 
treaty practice and both have significant common provisions with respect to taxes on income and 
capital to increase income through taxation of host countries , improve mutual cooperation and 
improve mutual relations through robust mechanism for exchange of information and transparent 
reporting. According to the latest information so far 95 countries have signed the OECD model 
tax laws including India, who signed it on 07-06-2017.36Both convention require constant review 
to address the new tax issues that affect the global economy and international trade. The similarities 
between these two leading Models reflect the importance of achieving consistency, uniformity and 
universality. The United Nations Model Convention generally favors retention of greater  taxing 
rights for the “source country” under a tax treaty, i.e dominance of taxation rights of the host 
country of investment37 .  
The conventions38 addresses the issue of Double Taxation and its harmful effects on International 
Trade through provision of double taxation avoidance agreement on mutual basis in bilateral and 
multilateral agreements. To remove the obstacle in the development of economic relations between 
different countries and standardizing the fiscal situation of taxpayers who are engaged in cross 
border economic activities, the OECD & UN Model Tax Convention39 provide simple and easy 
means to settle the disputes in case  that arise in the field of cross border Double Taxation. Bilateral 
and multilateral tax treaties (Double Taxation Avoidance Agreement) are therefore necessary not 
only to include the protection of taxpayers against double taxation but to increase income of host 
country through transparent taxation disclosure norms. Exchange of information for criminal tax 
matters can also be administered through bilateral or multilateral treaties on mutual basis.40   
 
Difference between OECD and UN Model Tax treaty Convention:41 Both the model Tax 
conventions have almost similar provisions. The main difference is OECD is an international 
group representing the combination of 37 developed countries hence tax convention directly 
addresses their issues of cross border taxation. However, UN Model Tax Convention is for 
addressing cross border tax issues between developed and developing countries of the world.UN 
Combination much wider and it represents and addresses the cross border tax issues of 193 member 
countries of the world. United Nations Model tax Convention imposes fewer restrictions on the 
taxing rights of the source country and provides greater taxing rights to Source (for services of 
Permanent Establishment / Business Connection, through attribution of profits  using force of 
attraction, royalty withholding, capital gains, real property  and domicile status of companies)42 
Country as compared to the OECD Model Tax Convention. 

	
36	Available	at:	http://www.oecd.org/tax/treaties/beps-mli-signatories-and-parties.pdf;	visited	on	21st	March,2021	
at	17:45	hrs.	
37	Available	at	:	https://www.un.org/esa/ffd/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/MDT_2017.pdf;	visited		on	19th	
March,2021	at	17:00hrs.		
38Available	at:		https://www.oecd.org/tax/treaties/model-tax-convention-on-income-and-on-capital-condensed-
version-20745419.htm;	visited	on	18th	March,2021	at	16:45	hrs.	
39	(ibid)	
40	(ibid)	
41	Available	at:	https://www.taxjustice.net/cms/upload/pdf/Lennard_0902_UN_Vs_OECD.pdf		visited	on	21st	
March,2021	at:18:00	hrs.	
42	Available	at:	http://www.fitindia.org/downloads/1100_1130_Stef_van_Weeghel_OECD_UN_Model.pdf;	visited	
on	21st	march,2021	at	18:00	hrs.	
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Double Taxation Avoidance Agreement (DTTA):43Both UN and OECD Model Tax treaty laws 
provide for bilateral Treaties between the trading countries   to help the Non Resident tax payers 
to avoid double taxation of the same income in either home country or host country. The Double 
Taxation Avoidance Agreements(DTAA) provide tax credits and tax exemption to the Non 
Resident Tax payer for already paid tax on income in one country by the other partner country if 
the tax paid pertains to same income is from same cross border economic activity, during the same 
period of assessment year. India has entered into the DTAA with more than 88 countries so far 
under model tax law treaties. There are simple provisions of Advance Price Mechanism, Advance 
Ruling Authority and Mutual assistance procedures in the model treaty laws to help non-resident 
Tax payer for expeditious settlement of tax dispute if it arises. 
Advantages of DTAA: The Model Tax treaty laws of the UN and OECD provide for immediate 
Tax relief in the form of Tax credit / Tax exemption to the Non- Resident tax payer, in case of 
double Taxation of the same income, by the trading partner countries. It eliminates discrimination 
between of tax payer of the trading partner countries. It promotes international trade, foreign 
investment. It provides simple and easy mechanism of transparent exchange of information 
concerning the Non- Resident Tax payer by the Trading Partner Countries. It helps the sovereign 
taxation authorities to recover tax dues if any from the non-resident tax payer through mutual 
cooperation of partner countries. Above all it promotes foreign investment in the host country and 
improves mutual economic relations of the countries and prevents tax avoidance and evasion by 
the Non-Resident tax payers. 

If an NRI is a resident in any of those 88 countries with whom India has DTAA under Model Tax 
Laws and if he is pays tax on income earned, then he will be eligible for a tax benefit in either of 
the following two ways: 

Exemption method:44 In this case, any one country will tax the income of NRI. It Means if the 
income is taxed in India then the same income will not be taxed in his home country. 
Credit method:45  In this case if both the countries tax the same income of that person than the 
country where he is a resident will allow him deduction / credit to the foreign tax already paid. 
 
Some  Concepts / Provisions of UN and OECD Model Taxations Conventions with 
explanations adopted in Indian Income Tax Act:46  
There are no common courts to settle international taxation disputes. The Income Tax Act, 1961, 
Income Tax Rules and Finance Acts are being amended from time to time to specify clearly certain 
separate provisions for the taxability of foreign transactions through suitable / modified 
incorporation of provisions of Model Tax Treaty Laws of UN / OECD. The Provisions of Domestic 
tax law as amended up to date are being applied to resolve Cross Border Direct and Indirect 
Taxation. Provision of Treaty Laws such as Mutual Agreement Procedure, Advance Price 

	
43	Available	at:	https://taxguru.in/income-tax/study-international-taxation.html;		visited	on	19th	March,2021	
at:19:00	hrs.	
44	Available	at:	https://cleartax.in/s/claim-tax-credit-on-foreign-income-of-resident-
indian#:~:text=Under%20DTAA%2C%20there%20are%20two,in%20the%20country%20of%20residence.	;	visited	
on	20th	March,2021	at	13:00	hrs.	
45	(ibid)	
46	Available	at:	https://www.incometaxindia.gov.in/pages/acts/index.aspx		visited	on	20th	march,2021	at	12:00hrs.	
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Mechanism, Advance Ruling Authority are some of the simple methods of quick resolution of tax 
disputes for cross border economic transactions.  

Chapter X-A of the Act, General Anti-Avoidance Rule (GAAR) shall apply to the assessee): 
Chapter X-A of Indian Income Tax act provides for GAAR. According to PWC Report:47 “General 
Anti-Avoidance Rule (GAAR); is a concept which generally empowers the Revenue Authority in 
a country to deny tax benefit of transactions or arrangements which do not have any commercial 
substance and the only purpose of such a transaction is achieving the tax benefit.” GAAR is used 
by the revenue Authorities (i) To prevent the abuse of inappropriate tax planning (ii) presumption 
of abuse of DTAA / treaty law can be rebutted by the tax payer by showing sound genuine business 
reasons (iii) The GAAR is superseded by special anti-abuse rule(SAAR) if it applies. It triggers in 
case of abusive / aggressive tax planning by active business outside India (ABOI). India has 
introduced general anti-avoidance rules (GAAR) under its tax legal frame work to empower its  
tax authorities to counter abusive and tax avoidance motivated transactions called ‘impermissible 
avoidance arrangements’.48 

Rule 10DA of the Indian Income Tax Act Rules (as amended up-to-date) for  Country by Country 
Report(CBCR):49 It is a provision for international collaboration  under both the model tax 
conventions to end tax avoidance. Under Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) frame work around 135 countries are collaborating to stop tax avoidance 
strategies that exploit gaps and mismatches in tax rules to avoid paying tax. Country-by-Country 
Reporting (CBCR) is part of the OECD’s Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS)50 Action Plan 
13. According to it, cross border global enterprises having operations in many countries have to 
furnish annual return, the CBC report, that breaks down key elements of the financial statements 
by jurisdiction. A CBC report by the global corporations, provide,  local tax authorities about  
visibility to their revenue, income, tax paid and accrued, employment details, capital, retained 
earnings, tangible assets and other activities.51 
Rule 10DB of the Indian Income Tax Act Rules (as amended up-to-date):52 It lays down rules for 
providing procedure for CBCR filing. The relevant information is to be filed in form 
3CECA,3CEAD,3CEAE to help revenue authorities to cross check cases of tax evasions if any. 
Action Plan 13 of OECD:53 It is related to “Transfer Pricing documentation and Country by 
Country Reporting” for multinational enterprises. Model Tax laws mandate a three-tiered 
documentation to be maintained by Multinational Enterprises having cross border operations, such 
as: - 
(i) A Master File 

	
47	Available	at:	https://www.pwc.com/cz/cs/danove-sluzby/danova-politika/assets/gaar-general-anti-avoidance-
rule-en.pdf;	visited	on	19th	March,2021	at	14:00hrs.	
48Available	at:	http://www.nlujodhpur.ac.in/downloads/governance_%20journal/contents-2.pdf;	visited	on	19th	
March,2021	at	15:00	hrs.	
49Available	at:	https://www2.deloitte.com/in/en/pages/tax/articles/country-by-country-reporting-
faqs.html;visited	on	19th	march,2021	at	15:10hrs.	
50	(ibid)	
51	Available	at:	https://www.oecd.org/tax/beps/;	visited	on	19tth	march,2021	at	15:30	hrs.	
52	(ibid)	
53	Available	at:	https://taxguru.in/income-tax/cbcr-reporting-difficulties-benefits.html;	visited	on	11th		March,2021	
at	114:30	hrs.			
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(ii) A Local File and 
(iii) A Country by Country Report (CBCR)54 It provides for applicability, periodicity requirements 
and procedure in relation to Master file and intimation in form 3CEAA and 3CEAB. It also 
Provides furnishing of CBC Report to the concerned taxation authority of the jurisdiction, if 
the consolidated revenue of Global Group of Enterprises is more than Rs. 5,500 crores in the 
consolidated financial statements for the previous year 
Form No.3CEAD (CBCR) as per Indian Finance Act, 2020 and Indian Income Tax Law:55 Details 
required for Country by Country reporting. 
Form No. 3CEAA (CBCR) as per Indian Finance Act, 2020 and Indian Income Tax Law:56 
Records related to Transfer pricing and other relevant records are required to be filled up for Part 
A of Master file in this form. Part B of Form 3CEAA is required to be furnished only if the 
consolidated revenue of the Global Group Enterprise, of which such entity is a constituent, exceeds 
Rs. 500 crores and the aggregate value of worldwide transactions of such entity exceeds Rs. 50 
crores during the accounting year according to its books of account. The value of global 
transactions to be taken as Rs. 10 crores in place of Rs. 50 crores limit in respect of transactions 
relating to intangible property during the accounting year. 
Section 6 of Income Tax and Place of Effective Management (PoEM)57 in case of a Business Entity: 
“According to Circular No. 25 of 2017 dated 23rd October, 2017 issued by CBDT:58 Concept of 
PoEM has been introduced by the Finance Act, 2015.” It has been made effective from 1st April, 
2016, and applicable from assessment year 2017-18 onwards.		
The PoEM: in case of a company engaged in Active Business Outside India (ABIO) shall be 
presumed to be outside India, if majority of Board meetings of company are held outside India. In 
case it is established that if such powers are being exercised by either holding company or any 
other person(s), resident in India, then the PoEM for tax purpose, shall be considered to be in India. 
In other case PoEM, can be determined by ascertaining the location of seat of control of 
management and identifying by whom key management and commercial decisions are being taken 

Taxability of Non Resident under Section 9 of Indian Income Tax Act59: Business connection60 
under Explanation 2 of Section 9(1)(i) of the Income Tax Act is to be read with Section 5 of the 
Act which states that a non-resident company is liable to pay tax in India on income received or 
deemed to be received in India, or accrues or arises or is deemed to accrue or arise in India, through 
business connection in India This section applies to all assessees irrespective of their residential 
status and place of business. Income arising or accruing is liable to income tax in India in the case 
of a non-resident person. Hence non-resident person is not liable to pay any income tax in India 

	
54Available	at:	http://www.in.kpmg.com/taxflashnews/KPMG-Flash-News-Final-rules-on-Master-File-and-CbCR-
3.pdf);	visited	on	15th	march,	2021	at	16:15	hrs.	
55	(ibid)	
56	(ibid)	
57Available	at:		https://taxguru.in/income-tax/poem-analysis-of-cbdt-clarification-dated-23102017.html;	visited	on	
19th	March,2021	at	13:hrs.	
58	(ibid)	
59	(ibid)	
60	Available	at:	https://www.mondaq.com/india/tax-authorities/869310/role-of-permanent-establishment-vis-a-
vis-indian-laws;	visited	on	19th	March,2021	at	18:00	hrs.	
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on his foreign income. Business connection is sometimes used interchangeably with Permanent 
Establishment(PE). 

Section 9A of Income Tax Act (amended up to date): Certain activities not to constitute business 
connection in India (eligible investment fund). The fund management activity carried out through 
eligible fund manager located in India and on behalf of such fund shall by itself not constitute 
business connection in India of said fund. 

Double Taxation and Section 92F of the Income Tax Act:61 Double Taxation relief through Double 
Taxation Avoidance Agreement under Model Tax laws can be obtained through the existence of a 
Permanent Establishment (PE). A non-resident taxpayer is not required to pay income tax on its 
business profits unless it has a Permanent Establishment or business connection attributing profit 
in the source country.  

Section - 90, Income-tax Act, 1961-2019 (No. 2): Chapter IX:62 It Provides for relief under model 
taxation law treaty agreement to promote mutual economic relations, trade and investment, or for 
the avoidance of double taxation of income. It provides for exchange of information for the 
prevention of evasion of income-tax chargeable under this Act. It provides for recovery of income-
tax and provisions of this Act in such a way to provide benefit to the assessee. A Non- Resident to 
whom DTAA is referred, will not be entitled to claim any relief under the agreement unless a 
Residency certificate from a government of the country outside India is and presented. 

Section 90A of Income-tax Act, 1961:63 It provides for adoption by Central Government of 
agreement between specified associations for double taxation relief as per model tax law treaty 
under Finance Act, 2020 

Section 91 of Income-tax Act, 1961:64 It provides tax relief to the assessee where there is no double 
taxation avoidance agreement (DTAA) between the partner countries under the model taxation 
treaty.  

Other Important provisions in Income Tax Act: To clarify Attribution of Profits; Finance Bill, 
2018, Amendments for Exchange of Information(EOI) and Mutual Agreement Procedure(MAP),65 
Transfer Pricing, Advance Pricing Agreements, Chapter X: Sections 92-94A, Safeguarding 
Rule/Safe Harbor Rules; Section 92CB.Sections 115AB, 115AC, 115 ACA, 115AD, 194LC, 
Section 195 which covers TDS deductions on transactions/payments of Non-Resident Indians and 
section 196C. Sections 285, 285A of Indian Income Tax Act, 1961 

 Multipartite and Bipartite Treaties under Model Taxation Laws:66 Model Taxation Laws 
clarify and simplify various concepts and terms of Treaty like; Persons, Taxes, Territory, Time, 

	
61	(ibid)	
62	(ibid)	
63	(ibid)	
64	(ibid)	
65	Available	at:	https://home.kpmg/us/en/home/insights/2020/08/tnf-india-guidance-for-mutual-agreement-
procedure.html	;	visited	on	21st	march,2021	at:	14;00	hrs.	
66	Available	at:	https://www.un.org/esa/ffd//////wp-content/uploads/2015/10/TT_Introduction_Eng.pdf;	visited	
on	21st	March,2021	at	16:00	hrs.	
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Comprehensive, Limited, others, Tax Information Exchange Arrangements ,Definitions of various 
terms used in treaty, determination of resident status as per  OECD and UN Model, Business 
Income and permanent establishment (PE), POEM(Place of Effective  Management), branch, 
office, factory, workshop, exploration / extraction of natural resources, warehouse, premises as a 
sales outlet),Problems of Foreign Exchange Fluctuations for easy understanding of the stake 
holders and for easy formation of bilateral and multilateral tax treaties. These terms can be used 
appropriately in the DTAA, bilateral and multilateral tax treaties for consistency and uniformity 
to minimize ambiguity and dispute resolution in case it arises. 

Controversial Issues arising from Tax Treaty Provisions and Computation of Income Tax:67  

Presumptive Income and Actual Income, Permanent Establishment:68 Force of attraction rule & 
section 9 of Income Tax Act, certain relevant Section 92, 92A,92B,92C,92D,92E and 92F(iiia) for 
calculating arm’s price length etc. Salaries and Wages, Royalties, With-holding tax on interest, 
royalty and included service. Section 195 for deduction of tax on payment to non- resident, 
Fluctuations in foreign exchange rules, Force of an Attraction (FoA) of computing Profits need to 
clearly expressed while forming the tax treaties under model laws.   

Treaty Shopping:69 The act of a resident of a third country taking advantage of a fiscal DTAA 
treaty between two another Contracting States. (Case Law; Azadi Bachao Judgement). It is an 
abuse of treaty and multinational corporations mostly take shelter under it to avoid taxes. Model 
tax treaty provisions provide mechanism to resolve this menace effectively.  

Limitation of Benefits (LoB): The purpose of an LOB provision in the DTAA is to limit the 
ability of third country residents to obtain benefits under India-Mauritius DTAA or any 
similar treaty. Insertion of new section can help nullifying such colorable transactions (Tests: 
Main purpose, ownership, derivative benefits, active trade, etc.) 

Advance Pricing Agreement (APA): Agreement between the CBDT and any person, which 
determines / provides method, in advance, to calculate the arm’s length price in relation to an 
international transaction between the taxpayer and the Government to address Transfer Pricing 
issues, is always helpful and has been provided and incorporated under treaty laws as well as Indian 
income tax laws. 

Non-Discrimination: Nationals and residents of each treaty state should play on a level playing 
field with Nationals and residents of the other treaty state in the similar circumstances. This 
principle should be incorporated while entering into bilateral / multilateral tax treaty. 

	
67	Available	at:	https://www.internationaltaxreview.com/article/b1f7ndnl9d0v5r/strategic-considerations-for-tax-
controversy-risk-management-and-double-taxation-avoidance;	Visited	on	21st	March,2021	at11:00	hrs.	
68	Available	at	:	https://cleartax.in/s/freelance-professional-business-income;	visited	on	21st	march,2021	at:	14;20	
hrs	
69Available	at:		https://www.ibfd.org/sites/ibfd.org/files/content/pdf/Doc14_chapter.pdf;	Visited	on	21st	
March,2021	at	11:50	hrs	
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Mutual Agreement Procedure (MAP): Treaties between countries must include the mechanism and 
procedure to solve the disputes quickly with least cost and time. Model laws already have such 
provisions to help the member States. 

Exchange of Information (EoI): Provisions regarding exchange of information concerning names 
of payees and amounts of interest, dividends and royalties paid to residents of a treaty partner / 
members can help the stake holders to bring transparency in the levy of taxes mutually and to fight 
the menace of tax avoidance and evasion. Model Laws provide for it and Central government can 
incorporate such provisions on mutual basis.  

Tax Sparing clause in DTAAs: The purpose of having tax sparing clauses is to encourage foreign 
investment in developing countries by offering tax incentives to foreign investors in the form of 
tax sparring. This mechanism in bilateral and multilateral treaties can be used by developing 
countries to lure foreign investors. Model Tax treaty laws have this. provisions   

GAAR & SAAR:70 General anti-avoidance rule to check anti-avoidance, while Specific anti-
avoidance rules apply to counter specific abusive behavior. Model Laws provide for it and stake 
holders can form the treaty by incorporating such provisions accordingly.  

DOTAS:71  Disclosure of Tax Avoidance Schemes generating tax savings will be checked by Her 
Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC). It empowers the UK Tax authorities to initiate action 
against those who abuse the Treaty Tax laws and DTAA.  

FATCA (USA):72 Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act, March, 2010 (Financial Crimes 
Enforcement Network) on reporting US taxpayers about certain foreign financial accounts and 
offshore assets (e.g. India) and by FIIs about financial accounts held by US taxpayers or foreign 
entities in which US taxpayers hold a substantial ownership interest. It empowers the US Tax 
authorities to initiate action against those who abuse the Treaty Tax laws and DTAA.  

CFC (Controlled Foreign Corporation) Rules:73  Tax profits derived by non-resident companies in 
hands of their resident shareholders. It empowers the tax authorities to initiate action against the 
concerned for abuse of DTAA. 

Case law: Demonstrating about Treaty shopping 
Case of Union of India Vs Azadi Bachao Andolan;74 was decided by the Supreme of Court of India on 
October 7, 2003. 
It is a case of treaty shopping. In real sense it is abuse of Indo-Mauritius tax treaty by OECD 
countries to avoid tax in India.  However supreme Court described the term "tax treaty shopping" 

	
70	Available	at:	https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/in/Documents/tax/in-tax-gaar-india-and-
international-experience-noexp.pdf;	visited	on	21st	march,2021	at14:30	hrs.		
71	Available	at:	https://uk.practicallaw.thomsonreuters.com/5-564-
6945?transitionType=Default&contextData=(sc.Default)&firstPage=true;	visited	on	21st	March,2021	at	15:30	hrs.	
72	Available	at:	https://www.irs.gov/businesses/corporations/foreign-account-tax-compliance-act-fatca;	visited	on	
21st	March,2021	at	15:50	hrs.	
73	Available	at:	https://www.kcmehta.com/pdf/presentation/controlled_foreign_corporation.pdf;	visited	on	21st	
March,2021	at	16:50	hrs.	
74	Available	at:	https://indiankanoon.org/docfragment/1960330/?formInput=azadi%20bachao%20andolan;	visited	
on	20th	March,2021	at	12:30hrs.	
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case in favor of the taxpayer. It argued that the tax treaty shopping at issue in this case was lawful 
and reversed the lower court decision. The Supreme Court elaborated two independent arguments 
for backing its decision. The first argument is based on law and economics, and the second on 
legal considerations. Supreme Court elaborated its law-and-economics analysis and focused on the 
cost/benefit implications of tax treaty shopping as a vehicle for attracting FDI to India. 
 
Conclusion: -Taxation is a major source of Income and revenue for every country. Multinational 
Corporations not only bring capital and technology to host country but they are source of large 
income in the form of taxation. This in turn helps to finance the expenditure of a developing 
country for the socio economic development and the welfare of the citizens. Therefore, any country 
through their attractive tax policies, Tax Laws, Finance Acts etc. can lure global investments into 
it. More investment generates more employments and more revenue. Hence success of tax policy 
is a complex whole and it has to be structured skillfully not only to attract maximum inflow of 
investments of foreign funds and foreign technology but also the host country should be able to 
earn good income through levy of taxation on the corporations, foreigners, non-residents and 
residents through effective and efficient legal frame work so as to reduce disputes and to avoid 
lengthy litigation processes. The boundaries across nations that had so far demarcated the 
jurisdictions are in process of continuous dissolution. This is further facilitated by the evolution of 
important Model Tax Laws of United Nation and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development and (OECD).  
 
Multinational corporations, in the view of different tax laws across borders, have been exploiting 
the gaps and mismatch to evade and avoid taxes through manipulation of Transfer pricing, Profit 
shifting etc. so as to derive more profits and benefits claiming   through treaty shopping and abuse 
of DTAA and exploit tax jurisdictions based on their status, source and hybrid method of income 
tax exemptions, tax deductions, tax incentives and tax sparring. They not only insist at the very 
beginning to impose conditions before they invest in a country but on the other side they take 
recourse of unethical and illegal means through treaty shopping, abuse of double taxation 
avoidance agreements and circulate the money and capital within their parent and subsidiary 
companies and divert capital and profits through profit diversion and profit extraction and thus 
evade justified and deserving taxes to the host countries. 
 OECD75 and UN Model Taxation76 laws have been evolved to provide a great leap forward in this 
context not only to avoid double taxation through Bi Partite and Multi Partite treaties but to 
promote international trade, economic relations, increase income through taxation and stop evasion 
of taxes between different countries by incorporating suitable provisions of  UN and OECD frame 
work on Taxation Model Laws. OECD and UN Model taxation laws are fulfilling the needs and 
aspirations, specially of developing countries by strengthening the frame work to increase income 
through taxation and attract investments for their developments. Importance of the model laws can 
be gauzed by the fact that 3,000 bilateral income tax treaties77 are currently in effect, and the 
number is growing every day. India can bring more global investment, funds, technology, it can 
create more employment and improve living standards of its people, if it speeds fast ahead of all 
others in, incorporating the UN / OECD model tax laws suitably, not only in its legal tax regime 

	
75	(ibid)	
76	(ibid)	
77	Available	at:	https://www.un.org/esa/ffd//////wp-content/uploads/2015/10/TT_Introduction_Eng.pdf	;	visited	
on	20th	March,2021	at	12:00hrs.	
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but forming the uniform and consistent bilateral and multi-lateral tax treaties with every country 
of the world. This will raise the image of India and will place the India at the fore front of global 
investment which will help India remove poverty and unemployment, bring more prosperity and 
all round development in every section and everywhere in the Country. 
   
 


